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Product management is an organisational lifecycle function within a company dealing with the planning, forecasting, and
production, or marketing of a product or.

The business represents those that have the ability to bring the product to market, and the user is the customer
that has a desire for this product. Phases of Product Management A product manager is the product champion,
meaning that they are the person who stands behind all phases of the product from inception to development to
release. Gantt charts Introduction to Product Management Product management is an important organizational
role. Product vision statement template Source â€” ProdPad Geoffrey Moore also recommends keeping the
vision short. A product manager drives the strategy for a product or group of products. Strategic roadmap
Product strategy is typically documented in a written roadmap form that would allow a team to control the
work at all stages. Product Managers work with customers and become experts in the market, technology and
competition so that they can define a strategy and vision for a product and then work with engineering to
ensure it is delivered. Engineers did not have processes to keep up with customer demand or speak directly
with customers about their concerns. While there are many different reasons for this, one of the most
significant is that too many products are not thoroughly prepared for the market. Product management also
involves elimination decisions. Although the roles vary by company the phases are similar for each product
manager. External roadmap. When developing the vision, a product manager sets the goals for the product and
defines specifications. For example, product managers often translate business objectives set for a product by
Marketing or Sales into engineering requirements sometimes called a Technical Specification. How to Take on
the World of Product Management Have you ever wondered how a product makes it onto a superstore shelf?
External testing. Teams that work at different stages of product development can track the timeline and stay
aware of the upcoming actions. It is important to understand the differences between inbound and outbound
product management because a great Product Manager has the diverse set of skills to do both well. Companies
like Microsoft were rapidly expanding, but they faced challenges as they scaled software development. To
conduct successful tests, a product manager sometimes develops a relationship with potential customers
making sure that they will be honest about the usability of a product. Roadmaps can also be internal or
external. The role may consist of product development and product marketing , which are different yet
complementary efforts, with the objective of maximizing sales revenues, market share, and profit margins. A
key aspect of this is communicating the product roadmap and keeping everyone informed of updates. The
vision can be articulated during a brainstorm or may be based on a backlog of ideas. Brand management
knowledge became so coveted that many brand managers were recruited by technology firms for their deep
product knowledge and sense of ownership. You bring the idea of creating a line for that cause to your
executive staff, indicating a desire to tap into that market as well. Product management starts from when a
product is merely just an idea and continues all the way through the lifecycle of a product, including when the
product arrives in the customer's home. This includes creating a release plan , capturing actionable feedback
and ideas, and prioritizing features. Responsibilities There are certain core responsibilities that are common to
most product management roles. Product managers are often responsible for educating the executive staff on
the need for the product in the market. Market research is a process of information collection and analysis of
the market and its present or potential customers. Learn more about software documentation practices in our
dedicated article. Then they will again work with the relevant teams to incorporate this feedback into future
iterations of the product. Indeed, the role itself typically means very different things in different organizations.
Main phases of this stage are product development, internal and external testing, and the application of
feedback results. This is often a mentorship position and the start of a product manager's career. An Associate
PM has the opportunity to learn from senior product leadership and form a strong foundation on product
management. Product Manager The Product Manager PM is responsible for the strategy, roadmap, and feature
definition of a product or product line. Define what the product team will deliver and the timeline for
implementation. Product Managers make sure that a great product is built that meets customer and market
needs. This is a senior management role that requires management experience and the ability to collaborate
with executives and other cross-functional leaders. Indeed, in most companies, at least some of them are
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owned by other teams or departments. According to the Product Development and Management Association
PDMA , superior and differentiated new productsâ€”ones that deliver unique benefits and superior value to the
customerâ€”are the number one driver of success and product profitability. Product management encompasses
a large set of ongoing strategic responsibilities.


